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Abstract 
McKee, T.A., Intersection properties of graphs, Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 253-260. 
For each graph-theoretic property, we define a corresponding ‘intersection property’, motiv- 
ated by the natural relationship of paths with interval graphs, and of trees with chordal graphs. 
We then develop a simple formal language, based on vertices and paths, which supports 
transfer of selected information about the original property to its intersection property. For 
instance, a simple description of paths produces the asteroidal triple characterization of interval 
graphs. 
1. Intersection properties 
A graph G is the intersection graph of a family 9 of sets, denoted r-19 if and 
only if each vertex u E V(G) corresponds to a member F, E 8 in such a way that 
two vertices U, TJ E V(G) are adjacent in G precisely when F, II F, # 0. (By calling 
9 a family, we mean what is sometimes called a ‘multiset’: We allow F, = F, even 
if u # v.) Our primary interest is when 9 is a family of vertex sets of connected 
subgraphs of an underlying graph. We basically follow the standard terminology 
of [3] or [8], except that we require graphs and subgraphs to be connected. 
We show that every graph-theoretic property determines what can be called a 
corresponding ‘intersection property’. For sufficiently strong properties, these 
intersection properties will be nontrivial, and in fact will often be standard 
graph-theoretic notions. We show that when the original properties imply being a 
tree, knowledge of (and relations between) them will easily transfer into useful 
knowledge of their intersection properties. (A less specific, more set-based study 
of such knowledge transfer occurs in [6].) 
Suppose P is any graph-theoretic property which implies connectedness. A new 
graph-theoretic property n P, called the intersection property of P, is defined as 
follows: A graph G satisfies /-I P if and only if there exists a graph G- which 
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satisfies P and a family 9 of connected subgraphs of G- such that G = &(9) 
(where this is the natural abuse of notation for G = Q({V(F): F E 9)). 
For instance, if P is the property of being a path, then n P is (see [5]) the 
property of being an intersection graph of a family of connected subgraphs of a 
path; i.e., n P is the property of being an interval graph. We abbreviate this as 
n (path) = interval. Similarly, n (tree) = chordal (also called ‘triangular’, see 
[l, 2, lo]), and n (cycle) = circular-arc (see [3, section 8.61). Using the charac- 
terization of [7], n (star) corresponds to being obtainable from a split graph (see 
[3, section 6.21) by cloning strong siblings (that is, by allowing repeated 
augmentation by introducing a new vertex 21’ adjacent to an existing vertex u and 
having otherwise exactly the same neighbors as v). 
While each graph-theoretic property automatically has an intersection pro- 
perty, further knowledge of the latter is needed in order for it to be useful. This 
paper will develop a mechanism for transferring knowledge of a property P to its 
intersection property n P. The following lemmas describe certain features which 
are guaranteed for every intersection property. 
Lemma 1. If a graph G satisfies n P, then so do all the induced subgraphs of G. 
Lemma 2. n P is always closed under cloning ‘strong siblings’. 
Lemma 3. Every complete graph satisfies every intersection property. 
Lemma 1 follows by using a subfamily of the family 9 for G. For Lemma 2, 
take Fur = F,. For Lemma 3, use Lemma 1 to reduce to K1, and then Lemma 2 to 
expand to K,,. Lemmas 1 and 2 are part of Scheinerman’s characterization [9] of 
the broader concept of an ‘intersection class’ of graphs. The problem of 
characterizing which properties are intersection properties remains open. 
Lemma 4. For any property P, n n P is true of every graph. 
Proof. Given any graph G, define G- to be the complete graph whose vertex set 
is the edge set of G. By Lemma 3, G- satisfies n P. Define 9= {F,: v E V(G)}, 
where each F, is the complete subgraph of G- induced by those edges of G which 
contain v. Precisely as in the proof of Marczewski’s Theorem [8, Theorem 3.71, 
G = 52(s), and so G satisfies n n P. 0 
In Section 2, we develop a general method for transferring knowledge of P to 
knowledge of n P, but one special sort of transfer can be discussed now. If P 
implies Q, then it is easy to see that n P will imply n Q (since n Q can use the 
same G- and 9 as used for n P.) As an example, a caterpillar is a tree which 
consists of a path augmented with pendent edges. Thus being a path implies being 
a caterpillar which in turn implies being a tree. From the examples mentioned 
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above of the n operator, we can deduce that every interval graph satisfies 
n (caterpillar) and that /I (caterpillar) in turn implies being chordal. This sort of 
reasoning can be extended somewhat, as in Lemma 5 below (which is proved by a 
straight-forward induction). 
Lemma 5. Suppose f(QI, . . . , Qk) is any Boolean combination of properties 
Q,, . . . , Qk, built up entirely from conjunction and disjunction (without 
negation). Then P+f (QI, . . . , Qk) implies that n P-f (n QI, . . . , n Qk). 
As an example showing why only these (sometimes called ‘positive’) Boolean 
combinations are allowable, we observe that P could imply 1Q (the negation of 
Q) without n P implying in Q. (As an extreme example, let P and Q be the 
properties of being a path and cycle respectively; being a path implies not being a 
cycle, yet being an interval graph does imply being a circular-arc graph.) 
2. Transfer of ‘path-logical’ knowledge 
In this section we develop a simple formal language based on vertices and 
‘general paths’ (among which we include closed paths). Any sentence u of this 
language will be mechanically translated into a sentence (T’ of a similar language 
in such a way that P+ c will imply that n P+ a’; therefore, suitably expressed 
knowledge of P will translate into related knowledge of n P. 
A leading example motivating our choice of language and transfer mechanism 
occurs on page 174 of [3]. Golumbic mentions there that the Lekkerkerker- 
Boland characterization of interval graphs “embodies the notion that an interval 
graph cannot branch into more than two directions, nor can it circle back onto 
itself’. Since interval = n (path), this should somehow follow from a path not 
being able to branch or circle back onto itself. 
We define a nontrivial general path connecting vertices u and v to be either, if 
u # v, a path of length 21 which connects u and v, or, if u = v, a cycle of length 
23 which connects u to itself. 
We define a language 2 having two sorts of variable symbols: u, v, w, . . . to be 
interpreted as vertices, and n, ~ti, . . . to be interpreted as nontrivial general 
paths. There are constant symbols a, b, c, . . . for vertices, and CY, (Ye, . . . for 
nontrivial general paths. There are two relation symbols: = (between vertices) 
and E (between a vertex and a nontrivial general path), each interpreted in the 
expected way. The logical connectives are & (conjunction) and + (disjunction). 
Note that negation is not allowed. The quantifiers are (Vu), interpreted as “for 
all vertices v”; (Vu E JC), interpreted as “for all vertices in JC”; and (Vn(u, v)), 
interpreted as “for all nontrivial general paths JC connecting vertices u and v”. 
Note that existential quantification is not allowed. Formulas of 2’ are defined in 
the expected inductive manner. Sentences are formulas with no free variables; 
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i.e., each occurring variable is controlled by a quantifier. As a simple example of 
Z’-expressibility (recalling our global assumption of connectedness), being a tree 
can be expressed by either of the following two sentences of 9. 
(Vu)(Vn(u, U))(VV E Jr)(v = u); (r1) 
(Vu)(Vu)(V%(% u))(Vn*(u, u))(Vw E %)(W e $). (r2) 
(Sentence tr corresponds to saying there are no nontrivial cycles; r2, to saying 
there is at most one path between vertices.) 
We define a nontrivially induced general path connecting vertices u and v to be 
either, (if u # v), an induced path of length 22 which connects u and v, or, (if 
u = v), an induced (‘chordless’) cycle of length 3 4 which connects u to itself. 
We define a second language 9’ in the same way as 9, except for the following 
three modifications: (1) The relation = is replaced by =‘, interpreted as 
“adjacent or equal to”; (2) The relation E is replaced by E’, interpreted as 
“adjacent or equal to a vertex of’; and (3) The quantifier (V’JG(U, v)) is replaced 
by (V’JG(U, v)), interpreted as “for all nontrivially induced general paths n . . .“. 
For instance, r; is 
(VU)(VV)(V’%(U, v))(V’3G2(4 v)>(Vw E %)(W E’ JG2). 
(Note that the E symbol within the quantifier (VW E ~dr) is considered as part of 
the quantifier and so left unchanged.) A graph satisfies t; if and only if it is 
chordal, since ti corresponds to saying that there are no induced cycles of length 
>4. But the (nonchordal!) cycle graphs C4 and C5 satisfy r;. Hence sentences o1 
and a2 can be equivalent without a; and ai being equivalent. 
Given any sentence o of P? and any graph G together with interpretations in G 
of any constant symbols which occur in a, we formally define G satisfies n LT to 
mean the following: 
(i) There is a graph G- and a family 9 of connected subgraphs of G- such 
that G = L!(5) (with 9= {F,: v E V(G)} as in Section 1). 
(ii) If a vertex constant symbol (say) a occurs in u and is interpreted as vertex 
g of G, then a is interpreted in G- by some vertex g- E V(F,). 
(iii) If a nontrivial general path constant (say) o occurs in o and is interpreted 
as a nontrivial general path P connecting vertices g and h in G, then LY is 
interpreted in G- by some nontrivial general path P- connecting some 
g- E V(F,) and h- E V(F,) such that for each vertex k E P, P- n Fk is a path in 
G- and P- is the union of these P- n Fk subpaths. 
(iv) G- satisfies o with these interpretations of the constant symbols. 
Theorem 1. For any sentence o of 2 and any graph G, if G satisfies n CJ, then G 
satisfies 0’. 
Proof. We argue by induction, paralleling the inductive definition of formulas in 
2. For the atomic formula case, suppose G satisfies n (a = b) where the 
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constants a and b are interpreted by vertices g and h of G. Thus there exist G-, 
9, gP and h- as in (i), (ii) and (iv), where g- = h- in G-. By (ii), 
V(F,) fl V(Fh) + 0, so g =’ h in G and so G satisfies (a = b)‘. Similarly, suppose G 
satisfies n (a E (u), where the constants a and CY are interpreted by a vertex g and 
a nontrivial general path P in G. Thus there exist G-, %, g- and P-, where 
g- E P- in G-. By (iii), V(F,) II V(Fh) # 0 for some h E P, so g tz’ P in G and so 
G satisfies (a E a)‘. 
The conjunction and disjunction cases are similar to each other, so we show 
only the former. Suppose G satisfies n (q & q). Thus there exist G- and 9 
such that G- satisfies both o1 and a,. So G satisfies both n u1 and n a,, so by 
inductive hypothesis G satisfies both a; and a;, and so G satisfies (a, & u2)‘. 
For one quantifier case, suppose G satisfies n ((VU E (Y)Q~(u)), where ~1 is any 
formula of 23 with the one free variable 21 and where the constant o is interpreted 
by a nontrivial general path P in G. Thus there exist G-, 9 and P- such that G- 
satisfies (Vv E P-)q(v). Suppose g is any vertex of P in G. Pick g- E P- rl F,. So 
q(g-) is true in G- and G satisfies n (~(a)) when the constant a is interpreted as 
g. By inductive hypothesis, G satisfies ~‘(a) when a is interpreted as g. Since g 
was a chosen arbitrarily from P, G satisfies (VU E LY)~‘(~J) and so satisfies 
((VU E cu)rp(v))‘. The n ((VIJ)~(V)) case is similar. 
For the final quantifier case, suppose G satisfies n ((Vn(u, b))q(n)) where the 
constants a and b are interpreted by vertices g and h in G. Thus there exist G-, 
9, g- and h- such that G- satisfies (Vn(g-, h-))q(n). Suppose P is any 
nontrivially induced general path in G connecting g with h. It is then possible to 
pick a nontrivial general path P- as in (iii) which connects g- and h- in G-. So 
q.$P-) is true in G- and G satisfies n (9((u)) when the constant (Y is interpreted 
as P. By inductive hypothesis, G satisfies I’ when CY is interpreted as P. Since 
P was an arbitrary nontrivially induced general path connecting g with h, G 
satisfies (V’JC(U, b))q’( ) 21 an so satisfies ((Vrt(u, b))q(v))‘. 0 d 
Corollary. For any graph-theoretic property P and any T-sentence a, if P implies 
a, then n P implies CT’. 
Proof. Suppose P implies (T. Then (by Lemma 5) n P implies n CJ and (by 
Theorem l), n u implies u’. El 
As a simple example, the property “order at most k” can be Z-expressed by 
(VVI)(V%) * . * whc)wk+l)[(~l = 4 + (VI= %I + - . -1 (%I 
(where the disjunction continues through all (k + l)k/2 pairs). Hence every graph 
satisfying n (order <k) will satisfy z; which corresponds to saying that every 
independent set of vertices has cardinality Sk. 
For a more sophisticated example, being a tree can be expressed by either of 
the sentences tl or tz given above. Since n (tree) = chordal, being chordal 
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implies both r; and t; (and n (tree) is in fact equivalent to r;). Similarly, being a 
path can be expressed as the conjunction of t1 and the following: 
(~~)W)W)](V~1(~~ v))(w E Xl) 
+ (VJQ(u7 w))(v l J%) + (VJQu, w))(u E %)I. (r‘%) 
Since n (path) = interval, being interval implies ti & t; (and is in fact equivalent 
to it; t; corresponds to forbidding ‘asteroidal triples’, as in [5]). 
As a final example, consider the sentence r5 which characterizes being a cycle 
or tree: 
W)(VJG(u, u))(Vv)(u E Jd). (r5) 
Since being a cycle implies r5, being a circular-arc graph implies t; by the 
Corollary. Thus in every circular-arc graph, any induced cycle of length 2 4 must 
dominate the graph (i.e., each vertex must be in or adjacent to some vertex of the 
cycle). This also illustrates the need for quantifying only over nontrivially induced 
general paths in 2”: Triangles need not dominate in a circular-arc graph. 
A natural (but open) problem is to determine which properties P have a 
characterization o within .Y such that u’ actually characterizes n P (or equiv- 
alently, when the converse to Theorem 1 holds). This happens for path 
(characterizing interval) and for tree (characterizing chordal). Does it happen for 
every P? (Using Godel’s compactness theorem for first order logic, this is 
equivalent to asking whether the conjunction of all the members of {o’: P+ 
a, u E LX} implies n P.) A related question involves u’ in general: Is {G: G 
satisfies a’} an intersection class as in [9]? I.e., while u’ need not be equivalent to 
n a, must it be equivalent to n (something)? To n (some graph class)? 
3. Transfer of forbidden minor knowledge of trees 
For the remainder of the paper, suppose P implies being a tree (rather than 
just being connected, as before). A graph H is a connected minor of G if and only 
if H is connected and G reduces to H by a sequence of edge deletions and 
contractions. In our context of trees, “P implies there is no connected minor 
isomorphic to a graph H” merely says “P implies there is no subtree homeomor- 
phic to H”. 
Theorem 2. For any graph-theoretic property P which implies being a tree, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) P is expressible within the language 2”; 
(b) P can be characterized by forbidding finitely many connected minors; 
(c) P (or, more properly, {G: G satkjies P}) is closed under connected minors. 
Proof. First suppose P satisfies (b) [toward showing (a)]. Then P is equivalent to 
the conjunction of finitely many statements, each forbidding a particular tree H as 
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a connected minor, and each expressible in 2’. For instance, forbidding K1,3 
involves a negation, followed by the string 
of quantifiers, followed by the conjunction of all expressions of the forms u # uir 
ui #vi, and vi $ nj where i fj. By pushing the negation across the quantifiers 
(making them universal) and across the conjunctions (making them disjunctions 
of positive atomic formulas), this becomes a sentence of 2’. Doing this for each H 
shows (a). 
If we now suppose (a), (c) will follow easily by a simple inductive argument 
showing that P is preserved under edge contraction. Finally, (c) implies (b) by 
Kruskal’s ‘Tree Theorem’ [4]. 0 
The Corollary to Theorem 1 allows us to start with a forbidden connected 
minor characterization (or a necessary condition) for P and produce, by a routine 
(but perhaps not mechanizable) procedure, similar information about n P. 
For instance, t,, which characterizes being acyclic, can be rewritten as 
1(3u)(3n(u, U))(3V E Jr)(?J #U), 
which effectively forbids the cycle C3 (which would have distinct vertices u and V) 
as a minor. Then ri forbids C4 (which would have distinct, non-adjacent vertices u 
and V) as a minor and so corresponds to being chordal. Similarly, t2 again 
effectively forbids C3, while r; forbids C6 and so is weaker than chordal. 
The general procedure is to start with an expression o in _Y for P, form u’ 
(using =‘, E’, and nontrivially induced general paths), convert u’ into a negated 
existential expression (using DeMorgan Laws and the like), and then determining 
the minimal example(s) forbidden. This determination can be done by drawing 
the specified vertices and paths, then shrinking the paths as far down as 
compatible with 0’. (Notice that we cannot expect to receive a forbidden minor 
characterization of r\ P since there is no reason to expect n P to be closed under 
connected minors. This conforms to many different properties having equivalent 
intersection properties.) 
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